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MOTIVATION
Speech signals are intermittent in natural con-
versations. Would sound source separation
and diarization benefit from joint modeling?

CONTRIBUTION
A probabilistic model and the correpsonding exact EM algorithm for joint source separation and
diarization. We use a HMM for speaker activity modeling and the full-rank spatial covariance
matrix model [1] with NMF for the sources.

PROBLEM
Input
Traditionally, the mixture signal xi(t) at mi-
crophone i ∈ [1, I] is the sum of J speech
source images yi,j(t), j ∈ [1, J ] plus the mi-
crophone noise bi(t):

xi(t) =
J∑

j=1

yi,j(t) + bi(t).

Goal
To recover the J speech source images
yi,j(t), j ∈ [1, J ] and their activity, i.e. the
speaker diarization. Thus we introduce a hid-
den diarization variable in the formulation.

MODELING DIARIZATION
In the STFT domain and in vector form:

xf` =
J∑

j=1

dj,Z`
yj,f` + bf` ∈ CI ,

where dj,Z`
is a binary value indicating the

activity of the j-th source at frame ` and Z`

is a categorical variable taking values within
[1, N = 2J ]. Example with J = 2

d1 =
[
0
0

]
, d2 =

[
0
1

]
, d3 =

[
1
0

]
, d4 =

[
1
1

]
.

dj,n is j-th entry of dn.

PROBABILISTIC MODEL
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HMM for diarization
Z` is a hidden variable assumed to follow a
first-order Markov chain:

p(Z` = n|Z`−1 = r) = Tnr. p(Z1 = n) = λn,

with λn, Tnr parameters and n, r ∈ [1, N ].
Observation model

p(xf`|Z` = n) = Nc

(
xf`;

N∑
n=1

dj,nyj,f`, ofI

)
.

Source model from [16]

p(yj,f`) = Nc (yj,f`;0, uj,f`Rj,f )

with Rj,f being the spatial covariance matrix
and uj,f` being the source PSD:

uj,f` =

J∑
j=1

wj,fkhj,k`,

with non-negative wj,fk, hj,k`.

EM ALGORITHM
EM yields a source image estimate for each di-
arisation state Z` = n:

ŷj,f`n = Gj,f`nV
−1
f`nxf`

with Vf`n the covariance matrix of the mix-
ture signal:

Vf`n =
J∑

j=1

Gj,f`n + ofII ,

Gj,f`n = dj,nuj,f`Rj,f .

The posterior probability of diarization η`n:

η`n = p(Z` = n|{xf`}F,L
f,`=1),

is obtained using the forward-backward algo-
rithm:

φ`n ∝ ι`n

N∑
r=1

Tnrφ(`−1)r,

β`n ∝
N∑
r=1

Trnι(`+1)rβ(`+1)r,

η`n ∝ φ`nβ`n,

with ι`n =
∏F

f=1 Nc (xf`;0,Vf`n) the obser-
vation probability for diarization stateZ` = n.
The final source image estimate writes:

ŷj,f` =
N∑

n=1

η`nŷj,f`n.
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RESULTS

Speaker Metric Method

overlap (dB) [24] [25] [17] [1] [16] Prop.

Full
SDR 2.9 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.9 3.4
SIR 4.9 5.2 6.0 5.3 5.6 6.9
SAR 7.3 8.3 8.2 6.4 7.6 6.7

Partial
SDR 3.2 2.6 2.5 2.9 3.3 4.2
SIR 5.2 5.2 5.5 5.6 6.1 8.4
SAR 8.3 9.3 9.2 7.4 8.4 7.9

None
SDR 3.3 2.6 2.7 3.1 3.5 5.0
SIR 5.9 5.8 6.4 6.4 7.1 10.8
SAR 9.2 10.4 10.5 8.3 9.5 9.6

Speaker Method

overlap [8] [14] Prop.

Full 33.3 92.2 87.5
Partial 60.5 59.2 70.0

No 67.5 56.1 69.5

Experimental setup: underdetermined stereo (I = 2) mixtures of J = 3 sources from TIMIT, BRIRs with RT60 = 0, 21s.

Separation results Diarization results Example of estimated diarization

Diarization Accuracy is
the % of STFT frames
where the source activity
is correctly detected.

Shade indicates intervals where the proposed method detected
the source as active.

CONCLUSION
Improving speech separation and diarization
performance by a joint formulation.


